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n 1 AMERICA

School ID Tags Anger Parents

1-2

Brittan Elementary School is located in Sutter, a small town in California.

Last January, the school started a new system. Students had to wear special ID
tags around their necks while they were in school. The badges contained each
pupil’s name, grade, ID number and photograph. They also contained a spy-

5 chip transmitter. The chips were connected to a computer in the school’s main

office. The badges told school officials where students were and what they were
doing at all times. (Farmers and ranchers use a similar technology to keep track
of their cows and horses.) The school’s principal, Earnie Graham, said the new
system made it easier to take attendance. It also improved student safety and

10 helped prevent school violence, he said.

But there was a big problem. Principal Graham started the system on his
own. He didn’t ask students’ parents what they thought of it. And many par
ents became very upset. They said that the badges were an invasion of their

children’s privacy. “This system teaches children  a bad lesson,” one father said.
15 “It’s the same as spying. How can our children learn about trust and respect

this way?” Some parents were also worried about safety. “What if the informa

tion on the tags gets into the wrong hands?” they asked. “Criminals could use

the information to harm our children,” they said. Other parents were worried
about students’ health. “The spy-chips could cause cancer,” they argued.

The parents got together to discuss the tags. They also consulted a civil

rights lawyer, who helped them write a letter to Principal Graham protesting the
system. In the letter they demanded that the tags be dropped immediately. In
the end, the school was forced to cancel the system. Students at Brittan

Elementary no longer have to wear the tags.

20
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4- spy-chip transmitter 7 rancher 7- keep track of

20- civil rights lawyer



Reading for Information Fill in the blanks in these sentences.

1. Sutter is located in the state of

. of Brittan’s students,

in the main office.

2. The tags were worn around the

3. The tags sent information to a

4. The principal said the tags made checking

5. Some parents thought that the tags invaded students’

easier.

?” some mothers and fathers asked.6. “What if the chips cause
7. A helped the parents write a letter to the principal.

Words in Context Answer the questions with words from the essay.

1. What word in line 6 means “leaders or important people”?
2. What word in line 7 means “almost the same as”?

made better”?3. What word in line 9 means

4. What word in line 13 means “angry”?

5. What word in line 18 means “to injure or hurt”?
6. What word in line 20 means “asked for advice”?

Rewrite the sentences below by substituting one of these expres
sions for the underlined part of each sentence. Make the necessary
changes. Listen to check your answers.

get together get into the wrong hands

Writing with Idioms
1-3

keep track ofthink of

1. With the system, students could be watched at all times.

2. What if the information was used bv dangerous people?

3. Graham didn’t ask parents what their opinion of the new tags was.

4. The parents held a meeting to discuss what to do.

Dialogue As you read and listen to the dialogue, fill in the blanks.

1-4

ofA: What do you

dents?

B: I’m more

A: Well, I’m glad the school

children being

ab

tags for school stu-

out student than civil

the tags. I wouldn’t my

on like and


